
This instruction sheet is to be read in conjunction with the "Southern Cross
Pressure Pumps and Transfer Pumps Instruction Sheet".

The Southern Cross range of pressure tanks is designed to be used in a water
supply system to provide drawoff prior to a pump unit starting.  There are two
types of tanks:

- In-line types (ie. SPNT008, SPNT025)
- Free standing types

(ie. SPNT050, SPNT080, SPNT100, SPNT300, SPNT500)

Operating Range
Pressure tanks are rated for use in temperatures up to 50° C and pressures up
to 1000 kPa (145 psi).

WARNING:  Always use an accurate pressure gauge to check pre-charge
as over-inflating may cause tank to explode, resulting in serious injury.

Never exceed the maximum tank pressure of 1000 kPa (145 psi).

Installation
Ensure no sharp objects are placed in the discharge of the tank as this may
puncture the diaphragm.  A suitable sealant should be used on all pipe connections.
All tanks should be installed in a vertical position, under a weather-proof housing.
Free standing tanks should be bolted to a level, well drained surface. Pressure
tanks should never be placed between a pump and a flow switch as the discharge
from the tank will activate the flow switch and start the pump.

Checking and Adjusting Precharge
Before installation the tank should be precharged and then checked approximately
every six months.  To adjust the precharge, firstly turn off the power to the pump.
Open a tap on the discharge line and allow all water to escape, leaving the tap
open when finished.  Remove the dust cap from the valve and check the precharge
using a tyre pressure gauge, or similar.  The precharge should be 10% below
the cut-in pressure of your pump pressure switch (pre-charge figures are shown
in the table opposite).  If necessary, adjust the air charge using a hand or foot
pump. Replace valve cap, close tap on discharge line and turn pump on.  Ensure
the pump builds up pressure in the tank, then shuts off (this may take longer
than usual as the tank and discharge line will both need refilling).

Operating Pressures for Southern Cross Pressure Pumps

Model Cut-in Pressure Tank Precharge Cut-out Pressure
kPa (psi) kPa (psi) kPa (psi)

SPNS045S-8 140 (20) 126 (18) 280 (40)
SPNS045S-25 140 (20) 126 (18) 280 (40)
SPNS055S-25 140 (20) 126 (18) 280 (40)
SPNS095S-25 140 (20) 126 (18) 280 (40)
SPN090SP 210 (30) 189 (27) 310 (45)
SPN120SP 210 (30) 189 (27) 350 (50)
SPN100SP 240 (35) 216 (32) 450 (65)
SPN160SP 280 (40) 252 (36) 490 (70)
SPN180TP 310 (45) 279 (41) 560 (80)

Fault Finding and Remedies

Fault Cause Remedy

Pump starts and Incorrect pressure Adjust pressure switch
  stops rapidly.   switch setting.   cut-in and cut-out settings.

Incorrect pressure tank Check and adjust
  pre-charge.   pre-charge.

Punctured diaphragm Replace Tank.
  in pressure tank.

Faulty footvalve or Service or replace footvalve
  checkvalve.   or checkvalve.

 Leaking pipework. Repair leaks.

Water emitted from Punctured diaphragm Replace Tank.
  tank air valve.   in pressure tank.

Tank will not hold Faulty air valve. Check and/or replace air
  air pressure.   valve.

Punctured diaphragm Replace Tank.
  in pressure tank.
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